Build Your Jannah Series for Children
By: Sajid Umar
Practise Questions for Episode 7: History of Salah
1. Your knowledge is only beneficial when you practise it. Which three questions should you ask yourself
whenever you study or learn about anything?
2. Was the Prophet Muhammad, salallahu 'alayhi wa sallam, the only Prophet who used to pray?
3. Salah started long before the Prophet Muhammad, but when did it become compulsory?
4. What is another word for compulsory or obligatory in Arabic?
5. What is the Mi'raaj?
6. When was the Mi'raaj? (Clue: scholars had two opinions; how many years was the Mi'raaj after
Muhammad, peace and blessings be upon him, became a Prophet?)
7. Did the Prophet pray before he went to the heavens? If so, what is being said about when he used to
pray?
8. What is a miracle?
9. In which Surah can we read about the Mi'raaj? (Extra: in which ayaat of that Surah?)
10. One day, when the Prophet was in Makkah, Jibreel, alayhis-salam, came with two other angels and who
else?
11. Why was this special animal called like this? (multiple answers possible according to scholarly views)
12. Where did Jibreel take the Prophet Muhammad, salallahu 'alayhi wa sallam? And where did they make
stops?
13. What did the Prophet do when he arrived in the city which was the destination? What was the name of
the mosque?
14. Jibreel then took the Prophet up to the heavens, how many heavens did he travel through?
(Extra: write down which Prophets he met in which levels of heaven)
15. What was the Prophet Ibrahim, alayhis-salam, leaning against? What had the Prophet Ibrahim built on
earth?
16. Then they came to a place, mentioned in Surah An Najm (The Star), what is the name of this place in
Arabic?

17. This Lote Tree was the boundary, and Jibreel could not go any further than this. Who was the only one
in entire history who was allowed to pass that boundary?
18. Allah, subhanahu wa ta'ala, then taught the Prophet things personally, and gave him gifts. What was the
most important gift the Prophet was given?
19. How many times did Allah tell the Prophet (and his nation, his ummah) to pray initially; and which
Prophet then told the Prophet Muhammad this would be too much for his people?
20. How many prayers were left at the end that were made obligatory (fard) for the Muslims?
21. Every rule of Allah for the Muslims was revealed on earth, which was the only rule that was revealed in
the heavens?
22. The day after the Mi'raaj Jibreel came to the Prophet, salallahu 'alayhi wa sallam, to teach him what?
23. The Prophet always used to pray two rakaat, when did Allah, the Most High, instruct him to increase the
amount of rakaat (units) of the different prayers?
24. Write down the name of the five daily prayers and the amount of rakaat for each prayer.

HOMEWORK:
-Revise the lessons from the history of salah with your parents.
-Complete the two worksheets: to decorate a musallah and read the ayah of Surah Al Israa.
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